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Abstract
In a wish to abandon essentialism to contingency, this paper looks into whether the rural-urban binary
could be a cultural burden so incompatible with the layered realities of advanced deprivation that instead
of helping the deprived, it deprives the help of its carrying capacity. Departing from the idea that cultural
mechanisms are capable of allowing for conceptual dichotomies to create oppression, this paper
addresses the concepts of ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ as potentially counterproductive ideas in policy and
planning when deployed in areas of severe social deprivation. Using a Swedish example, this problem is
addressed in the context of a recently finalized development project, whose focus of approach shifted
from ‘urban’ to ‘rural’. We demonstrate how ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ are not neutral spatial qualifiers but
problematic filters superimposed onto the already problematic concept of “social sustainability”. Here,
we draw on the principle of iatrogenesis, which denotes any benevolent action that inadvertently
produces undesired outcomes. We argue that since many areas lack the presumed conceptual foundation
for a specific brand of action, development programs labeled as ‘rural’ or ‘urban’ are not only likely to
fail, but also to potentially cause harm. We conclude that more context-sensitive understanding of the
human condition beyond inflexible labeling is needed in order to arrive at more adequate interventions.
Keywords: urban, rural, development program, social deprivation, unintended harm.

INTRODUCTION
Achieving sustainability is not merely a simple matter of ‘doing it’ by subscribing to
some winning formula – there are many choices to be made in the process. Given that
conceptual frameworks always guide our thoughts, judgments and actions [1][2][3], the
ways in which we relate to concepts – and especially concepts chosen to serve as
matrices for specific directions of development – become expressly relevant if our aim
is to create a more sustainable society. Since any type of action requires a target area,
spatial representations hold an important place in the process of conceptual filtration.
This is perhaps why programs designed to ease social deprivation are often
differentiated on account of the target areas’ spatial classification. These, however,
often align with the problematic rural-urban binary, despite many areas exhibiting
identical or much similar problems [4][5][6][7][8]. Put simply, development goals can
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sometimes become problematic – if not unachievable – due to preconceived ideas about
how issues associated with certain spatialities ought to be handled [9].
In this paper, we explore one such case from Sweden, dealing with the
implementation of ideas of an “urban development project” in a marginalized area of
the city of Gothenburg. Set out to combat social deprivation, the project was
characteristic in that it was extremely costly, but also because it included many
controversial moves along a conceptual rural-urban axis – with much questionable
results. Most notably, the dramatic change of heart was transposed onto the socially
deprived without consideration of their needs. In other words, stereotyped landscape
characteristics were conflated with the residents’ alleged problems, while inadvertently
maintaining social deprivation, wasting taxpayers’ money and causing massive
disillusionment.
In medicine, this type of misdirection is known as an iatrogenic effect, where
iatrogenesis refers to the unintended consequences of professional help (e.g.
bloodletting, lobotomy or trepanation). In this paper, we highlight this iatrogenic aspect
of rural-urban ideations when utilized in the context of deprivation. We signal that as
researchers we need to be wary of this dimension of rural/urban, because if we
perpetuate certain landscape stereotypes without understanding the hyper-complexities
attached to the concepts those landscapes purportedly represent, we may turn them into
pernicious conceptual filters that divert attention from pressing (un)sustainability issues.
‘URBAN’ AND ‘RURAL’ – STILL AROUND AND WELL
In geography (and in social sciences at large), the concepts of rurality and
urbanity are increasingly being treated as cultural constructs rather than sets of
geographically bounded spaces [4][5][6][10]. Steady, fast-paced transformations in the
environmental, economic and social dimensions have rendered simple spatial
classifications inadequate in terms of usefulness, especially those rooted in a centurieslong dichotomous imaginary that defies contemporary reality of interconnectedness. As
Cloke & Johnston [11] note, the rural-urban binary is one conceptual pair that “has
survived the onslaught of material reality and philosophical re-positioning” (p. 10), in
which “urban/rural differences have carried with them other more hidden messages”
that “[go] beyond the material look of the land and [imply] more deep-seated
differences” (p. 11).
In line with this stance, a number of factors speak for the rural-urban distinction
as a flawed source for conceptual guidance. First, although lexicologically a dualism
(i.e. a conceptual pair), ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ are often used as a dichotomy (i.e. as two
mutually exclusive parts); dichotomies, however, are known to be badly suited to reflect
a messy, nuanced world [12]. Second, ‘rural/urban’ are complex concepts, which today
can denote almost everything (high interpretative flexibility) [6][13][14]; however, the
more is thrown into a concept, the more difficult it becomes to operationalize [15].
Third, ‘rural/urban’ are used globally, which is at risk of using them as if they were
universally invariable [16]; this, in turn, is a threat to effective communication. Fourth,
‘rural’ and ‘urban’ are multiaspectual by reduction and their associated components can
vary independently of each other [5]; it is hence impossible to determine what ‘rural’ or
‘urban’ is without resorting to implications and artificial mean values. Fifth,
‘rural/urban’ are very old concepts [4] and hence require conscious and continuous
justification to keep them afloat in a much changed reality. Sixth, ‘rural/urban’ were not
constructed to better understand the world, but were taken out from a ‘messy reality’
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and a posteriori remolded into ontologized, scientified and politicized themes [17];
cultural concepts – due to their impreciseness – are inherently unfit to get things done.
Seventh, ‘rural/urban’ are spatially biased concepts; basing human-oriented governance
on a spatial category may smack of the much critiqued spatial fetishism [18]. Eighth,
‘rural/urban’ are ridden with power relations and unspoken ‘othering mechanisms’ [19];
the universal notion that ‘rural people’ are different from ‘urban people’ is one such
outcome [20]. Ninth, ‘rural/urban’ are both colloquial and specialist concepts; widely
understood concepts used in unfamiliar ways are likely to become contentious [21].
Lastly, ‘rural/urban’ are heavily stereotyped concepts [22], despite the knowledge that
stereotypes rarely illuminate but obfuscate issues [23].
As this very brief outline shows, rurality and urbanity should perhaps best be
understood today as ‘narratives’ [24] or ‘conversational realities’; however, the ruralurban distinction remains a viable objectivized framework that continues to influence
large sectors of societal organization [25]. As Hoggart [8] observed, “[p]erhaps, as a
loose descriptive vehicle, there is merit in acknowledging a distinction between rural
and urban. However, what starts as loose description too readily attains causal status”
(p. 247). This, in turn, is likely to contribute to unintentionally negative consequences –
a path of causality known as iatrogenesis.
“THE ROAD TO HELL IS PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS”
The titular aphorism – sometimes attributed to St Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) –
captures loosely, yet poignantly, the main analytical concept of this paper –
iatrogenesis. Iatrogenesis (literally ‘caused by the healer’) is a Greek term derived from
medicine, where it denotes inadvertent yet preventable induction of disease or
complications by the medical treatment or procedures of healthcare professionals.
Before the advent of penicillin and modern medicine, hospitals were much more likely
to kill their patients than to cure them. For instance, physicians coming from autopsies
went on directly to examine pregnant women or deliver babies. Without knowledge of
the germ theory, diseases spread from patient to patient, killing them in numbers.
Unsurprisingly, hospitals were referred to by their contemporaries as seminaria mortis
or ‘seedbeds of death’ [26].
Although iatrogenesis is a well-established concept within medicine, it is
relatively unknown outside of it, the main reason being that the sheer notion that
knowledge production can be linked to harm is usually resisted (cf. the now rejected
eugenics and ‘scientific racism’) [27, pp. 110–131]. Iatrogenesis, however, is present
well beyond the confines of medicine. A contemporary example is the financial crisis of
2008, which followed the US housing market bubble. Policymakers’ interventions,
which pushed for deregulation of the financial market, unwittingly laid the foundation
for the crisis. Although the risks were pointed out to regulators, the policymakers
nevertheless continued with the course for deregulation. In effect, although their
intervention was not the direct cause of the crisis (predatory lending practices were), it
did set up the initial conditions for the economic collapse and hence amplified the
effect. Another noticeable iatrogenic of our time are the phenomena of overeating and
obesity in well-off societies. Civilizational and technological progress pursued to reduce
physical labor and maximize ‘quality of life’ has contributed to an abundance of food,
with cheap, readily available and often unhealthy staples being over-consumed.
Additionally, unequal geographic distribution of those resources has added to hunger
and malnutrition problems in the underdeveloped parts of the world.
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Language and metaphors are also known to create iatrogenic symptoms.
Foucault [28] was one of the first raising concerns for the social construction of
‘madness’, when the emerging medical (professional) discourse re-conceptualized
mental illness as moral failure. By appealing to guilt and religious sentiment, the
‘patient’ was constantly judged, corrected and threatened, which much exacerbated his
or her condition. Drawing on those early insights, contemporary philosophy of medicine
is aware of the hybrid naturalist/constructivist nature of disease (including its
individuation) and its prescriptive role through the use of causal concepts [29]. Also
Žižek [30] has argued that regulatory institutions both shape and normalize human
behavior. For instance, metaphoric language (rather than specialist jargon) has been
demonstrated to catalyze positive change in psychotherapy. When a patient understands
the metaphor, the evoked imagery can “[dilute] preconceived pathological
understandings of behavior” [31, p. 250]. More often than not, however, patients
“become ‘fixed’ on the metaphor and define reality rigidly within the metaphor’s
linguistic boundaries” [31, p. 251]. Such pathological internalization, in turn, is likely to
considerably restrict their behavior and prospect of recovery.
To avert the effects of iatrogenesis, Meadows [32, p. 162] emphasizes the
importance of “exposing paradigmatic assumptions, or the shared ideas […] that
constitute our deepest beliefs about how the world works”, especially those that
“unknowingly support actions that are no longer useful” [33, p. 591]. In other words, “if
worrying signs develop in the way society is working, we need to […] look beneath
everyday understandings and practices for old conceptual infrastructures which may
have gone wrong [34, p. 310]. In an effort to find the answer to why people,
organizations, and systems do not change, Kegan & Lahey [35] metaphorize the inertia
as an ‘immune system’ designed to protect us against negative impacts, disequilibria
and anxiety. While important for the proper functioning of individuals and structures,
the system, however, ”can be dangerous when it rejects new material that it needs in
order to heal itself or to thrive” [33, p. 591].
In conclusion, there are premises suggesting that iatrogenesis is a universal
phenomenon inherent of the human (biologically conditioned) tendency to assist others
on the one hand, and the limitation of the human brain to anticipate undesired effects on
the other (“to err is human”). Since meaning in the West, as Derrida [12, p. 41] put it, is
defined strictly in terms of “a violent hierarchy of binary oppositions”, dualisms –
‘rural/urban’ included – are especially important to look systematically into [21].
ESCAPING THE ‘TYRANNY OF DUALISMS’
In order to communicate and act in the world we divide it into categories, with
boundaries that define belonging and exclusion. Categories take shape through
processes influenced by, for example, history, discourses, ecologies, and power
relations. Although we intellectually know that categories are social constructs we
tend to treat them as if they have an intrinsic reality of their own when we describe
and act in any given landscape [36, p. 207].

Each concept comes with its own imaginariness, spatial demarcations, identified
problems, envisioned aims and proposed solutions [37][38]. Turning attention towards
the constitution of concepts (rather than their implied signification) has helped isolate
linkages between conceptual dichotomies and social oppression in the past [39][40][41].
While reflective trends within human geography have drawn attention to the
implications of certain concepts on harmdoing (e.g. race, gender and class), this
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reflexivity has not been applied to all concepts equally. In regard to the rural-urban
binary, similar contingencies have been largely downplayed due to the concepts’
inherently spatial nature, whereby urbanity and rurality – as spatial concepts – are less
regarded as causal or contributive factors to socio-economic problems than as neutral
(spatial) containers associated with specific types of problems [6][42][43]. Given the
lack of appropriate concern for the strong cultural dimension embedded in the ruralurban conception, it remains uncertain to what extent its retention as a pair of seemingly
neutral spatialities contributes to the retention of some longstanding, unresolved societal
problems.
The principal argument is that by shifting the focus to the performative nature of
‘rural-urban’ as concepts, their potential for harmdoing can be better understood [44].
The notion of performativity comes from gender studies, where it denotes the capacity
of language not simply to communicate but rather to consummate an action. Butler [45,
p. 174] defines performance as an action, which consolidates a certain image by taking
on certain roles or acting in certain ways. By taking cue from earlier developments,
post-structuralists exposed a host of paradoxes, false axioms and hidden power
structures implanted into the neutralized realities of racism, colonialism and patriarchy
(to mention but a few) [28][46][47][48]. Effectively, hitherto neutralized concepts, such
as ‘black-white’, ‘civilized-wild’ or ‘male-female’, have now become hotwired.
There are premises suggesting that this acumen is equally valid in respect to the
concepts of ‘rural’ and ‘urban’, whose inherently dichotomous character, objectively
blurred characteristics, immense spatial coverage and aspectual all-inclusiveness results
in an odd marriage between imagery of bygone world views and fast-paced
transformations of the 21st century. What is perhaps most worrying is the way
rural/urban have become desensitized and treated as a pair of seemingly neutral
analytical categories. In this respect, although the likeness between rural/urban ideations
and, for instance, gender are in many ways compelling, rural/urban – unlike gender –
lack a potential ‘victim’ attached directly to the concept at hand (for instance, fewer
would react to slurs of rural-urban connotation than to sexist affront). As a result of that,
we no longer (explicitly, at least) sustain patriarchal projects, racist programs or
imperial policies, but we do devise rural and urban development strategies. Equally, few
professionals today would dare to overly biologize the terms ‘male’ and ‘female’ as a
result of the large body of gender-centered theory that made us see them as socially
constructed, convoluted, and, most importantly, covertly virulent concepts. While, akin
to gender, rural and urban do have a physical and biological underlay, in light of the
proliferating body of criticisms they are perhaps best seen as cultural constructs
burdened with all intricacies ‘culture’ may imply. Hence, while the constructionist
nature of the rural-urban binary has been widely acknowledged by critical geographers,
its more pernicious aspects have not received similar attention.
Of course, this line of inquiry cannot be elaborated to the fullest in this paper;
however, critical scholarship, such as gender studies, can act as an instructive analogy
and a source of inspiration. Understanding ‘hotwiring’ as rendering something sensitive
to its veiled liabilities, the hotwiring of the discursive connotations attached to the
seemingly neutral uses of gendered language made us aware of dimensions which
previously did not raise a brow. Likewise, a hotwired ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ could make
actors and stakeholders more responsive to the non-neutrality of these concepts,
especially when deployed as putatively “spatial categories” in human-oriented contexts,
which by their scope and content transpire as more ‘human’ than ‘spatial’. This, it
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seems, is the only way to “escape the tyranny of dualisms” [49, p. 264] and their tacit
legacy encased in ubiquitous yet largely neutralized concepts.
METHODS AND AREA OF STUDY
The methodological task of this paper is to reflect upon some generally accepted
cultural norms and practices through insights from long (8 years) involvement with the
case area, Angered. The presented findings are the result of a multi-methodological
approach (or mixed methods research), combining quantitative and qualitative data in
order to enhance research quality. The methods include: policy analyses, multiple field
visits, organized excursions, questionnaire surveys, interviews and workshops with
various local stakeholders, such as residents, NGO managers, politicians,
administrators, cultural workers, and other actors. The analysis deployed in this paper
forms a summative narrative resulting from the most impressionable inconsistencies
between the socio-economic context of Angered and the (seemingly iatrogenic)
direction a recent development project deployed there had taken.
Angered is a suburb of Gothenburg, Sweden’s second largest city with 550.000
inhabitants. Angered consists of several isolated land islands located 10 km north-east
of the city proper (hence collectively referred to as “the North-East”). Since the built
area consists of anything between 10-storey clustered buildings and Swedish-style red
wooden family houses, its density varies greatly. As of 2013, there were c. 60.500
people living in the area. The share of individuals with non-Swedish backgrounds
amounts to around 90%. Around 35% live off welfare, while the average yearly income
plummets 50% below the Gothenburg average and stays barely above the official
poverty limits for Sweden. 60% of the local students fail to pass the ninth grade with
satisfactory marks, disqualifying as much as one third from continuing with their
studies. In regard to crime statistics, a police report (2007) has placed the area first in
the region. All these factors, along with bad nutritional habits and low levels of
exercise, create a situation where life expectancy is 9 years lower when compared to
other parts of Gothenburg.
ENTER ‘DEVELOPMENT NOTRH-EAST’
Onto this scene enters project Development North-East (hereinafter DNE). Set out to
improve the unsustainable socio-economic situation of Angered, the project was only
one of many earlier such projects. However, with a budget of 10.4 million €, DNE was,
to date, the biggest EU-sponsored “urban development project” in Sweden. The project
lasted between 2011 and 2013, and was financed at 40% by the EU and at 60% by the
City of Gothenburg. Operating within four themes – ‘culture’, ‘urban milieu’, ‘vision &
communication’ and ‘job market’, DNE set out to create 220 new jobs within i.a. green
technology, information services and other high-tech branches. Improving the visual
appearance of the area was central to DNE’s efforts. The project also heavily
emphasized Angered’s multiculturalism as a positive force of attraction for potential
investors and as resources for job opportunities per se. Towards the end, the project
involved an unexpected change of approach from “urban” to “rural”.
The presented findings – summarized into three overarching criticisms – form
the empirical part of our study.
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Urban stereotypification
As outlined earlier, one major problem with formalized designations of “urban areas” is
their frequent lack of correspondence with the actual content of the area in question.
This drawback often reduces ‘urbanity’ to one or two attributes (usually the most
conspicuous ones), and these attributes tend to be overemphasized when devising
development programs aimed at “urban areas”.
DNE’s focus on ‘urbanity’ led, among others, to the creation of an art gallery
and a cultural city park, beautification of the public square, renovation of a theatre stage
and the construction of a large cultural center with an adjacent swimming pool.
However, such seemingly benevolent projects are questionable in areas whose
‘urbanity’ is not enough clear-cut. For one, the establishment of a local university
branch (Center for Urban [sic] Studies) – allegedly to “counteract distorted
recruitment” – is one such inconsistency. Given that several schools in the area are
being shut down, and considering the already high rate of local students failing to
qualify for higher education, raises the question of whom exactly this university is
supposed to attract in terms of eligibility for admittance. For another, installing a
modern art gallery along a 160 m spot-lit escalator in a neighborhood with no food store
(Hammarkullen) is another conundrum (especially when the “art gallery” came to serve
as an agreeable setting for local drug dealers). In effect, the deployed exaggerated
‘urban’ discourse has raised urbanity – as a guiding light – to an ultimacy at which it
cannot deliver. In the meantime, the area grovels at a much more fundamental
development stage, particularly in terms of centrality, economy, function and
consciousness (e.g. lack of basic institutions and facilities, spatial isolation, vagrancy,
waste defenestration, territory-mindedness, failed transculturation, etc.).
In the end, not only was DNE’s official job target not met by less than a half, but
the established companies were small-scale low-tech businesses, such as taxi service,
house cleaning or building maintenance. Similarly, the pressure to take advantage of the
area’s alleged ‘urban’ cosmopolitanism (“rural” settlements are considered more
homogenous in terms of population structure) led to much controversial results, an issue
that forms the second point of our analysis.
Urban-style cosmopolitanization
Anxious to find at least one strong resource around which Angered’s economic
advancement could be fixed, DNE saw its many nationalities (transposed onto the
concept of ’world culture’) as a possible contender for success. While the concept of
cosmopolitanism assumes the existence of relationships of mutual respect despite e.g.
ethnic, religious or political differences (inherent of cities like New York, London or
Amsterdam), random multicultural welters of immigrants from war-torn zones do not
inscribe themselves in that definition [50].
By confounding the both concepts, a highly “urban” cultural approach was
chosen and thrust into outposts of poverty, illiteracy and ethnic tensions. The endorsed
‘culture hype’ fed instead to the already vast number of “cultural clubs”, whose
repertoire could consist of TV-watching (turning children into couch-potatoes), being
used as platforms for proliferating macho culture (by excluding women) or serving as
hideaways for certain illegal activities. Hence, by sanctioning cultural activities as a
nexus for economic growth, DNE at the same time overlooked their simple function of
enabling social interaction amidst acute unemployment when no Swedish language was
spoken. Indeed, one of DNE’s main advertisements depicted tango-dancing couples
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alongside enticements to start a new business venture. In translation, this would be like
asking ethnic Swedes to live off dancing hambo [a Swedish folk dance] or selling
meatballs [a Swedish national dish]. Possible? Yes. Plausible? Not very.
Urban-to-rural subversion
The recourse to ‘culture’ was also the starting point for DNE’s sudden howbeit
controversial change of heart – our third line of critique. Towards the end, when the
highly ‘urban’ approach inevitably failed to align with social sustainability, a new rural
approach called ‘The Urban Countryside’ was launched. Aiming to introduce
agriculture and animal husbandry into the area as a new way of creating job
opportunities, the plans included the establishment of a camel center, a pig farm and
ecological vegetable gardens. According to the project’s initiators, there is “plenty of
agricultural knowledge in the area”, and – quoting the founder of ‘The Urban
Countryside’ – “Syrians are known to be sheep-people”. This new line too came to treat
‘rural’ in a grotesque way. Plans to establish a large-scale pig farm in a predominantly
Muslim neighborhood were clearly unpopular, while the rhetoric of exoticization used
to justify the establishment of the ‘Camel Center’ was eerily similar to how DNE came
about to ‘sell’ the cultural diversity of the residents.
Set out purportedly to contribute to sustainability by “making the most of
Angered’s cultural diversity and local people’s resources and competences”, most of
the arguments presented in the official documentation of the Camel Center come across
as trivial or infantile at best, or outright unsustainable at worst. The documentation is
overrun with pictograms and slogans that tremble on the verge of ridicule, presenting
camels as kissable friends that can be used for romantic picnics, cabaret shows,
weddings and Christmas celebrations (we learn that “Shakira loves camels”), but also as
slippers, beanies, bags and kebab. Since the discourse of “camel-your-best-friend” does
not correlate with killing the animals, camel meat (from naturally deceased
dromedaries) to be sold at the Center will instead be imported from Australia. Ignoring
the misconception that freighting camel cadaver across the globe is all but sustainable,
the project’s initiators, are also unaware of the orientalist and sexist slurs that
accompany the Center’s putative recipe for sustainability (“Somalis like to have camels
around them to feel at home” or “Somali women [sic] can sit and sell souvenirs outside
the Camel Center”).
Some more critical voices from within claim this was simply a cover-up to avoid
targeting the more substantial yet “inconveniently insoluble” problems. Most
disturbingly, the dramatic change of approach reified a rigid, stereotyped rural-urban
dichotomy (“if they are not urban, then they must be rural”), without consideration of
the people concerned. Having conducted a survey amongst 80 afflicted residents and
numerous interviews, we found no outspoken affiliations with some ‘rural-urban’
schemata in terms of backgrounds, lifestyles and employment histories – there were no
high-tech developers and no agronomists. In other words, the respondents are not
interested in “strange projects”, most of which they have not even heard of. They want
the quickest way into “normality”. In that vein, whether the exorbitantly positive ‘rural’
rhetoric that accompanies the creation of ‘The Urban Countryside’ (organic food, local
knowledge, camel milk as anti-wrinkle remedy) is yet another smokescreen or whether
it builds upon an informed inquiry, is still too early to determine. As of now, the Camel
Center employs two people and no animals have yet arrived. As Siwe [51] put it, our
project society is indeed “a camel kick [in the behind] of those who really need help”.
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THE IATROGENICS OF CONFLATION
Having introduced iatrogenesis as a concept associated with medical interventions, the
case of DNE bears a number of resemblances, or analogues. Essentially, DNE was a
project launched to avert social deprivation. As such, it can be likened to medical
intervention set out to cure a disease. In terms of iatrogenics (harmdoing factors), the
outcomes of DNE could be likened to at least three aspects of sheer intervention: (1) the
adverse effects of prescription drugs; (2) overuse of drugs; and (3) prescription drug
interaction.
Firstly, if a drug does not induce the effect it is intended for, we can speak of
adverse effects. Since DNE did not fulfill its intended goals, the medical analogy is here
useful. Secondly, the sheer deployment of an ‘urban’ development program (which later
turned ‘rural’) is a sign of how overused these terms are. When people are hungry, lack
access to education, are discriminated – these are not ‘rural’ or ‘urban’ problems, they
are problems. To ascribe them spatial inscriptions with confidence, we must, as
Halfacree [10, p. 389] observes, “pinpoint spaces distinguished enough by their own
causal forces that they can be labeled ‘rural’ [or ‘urban’]”. However, when the same
problems occur in much differentiated geographic settings, such labeling smacks of
overuse. This can be likened, for instance, to the dreaded antimicrobial resistance
brought forth by the overuse of antibiotics. Thirdly, prescription drug interaction is
another well-known example of iatrogenesis (e.g. the mixing of antidepressants and
methadone). In this vein, we can ask why an “urban” (and later “rural”) development
program was launched, and not, for example, a “housing program”, a “language
program” or a “health program”. Although such labels are less complex, they are more
direct and clearly dictate where and how intervention ought to be deployed. On the
contrary, where is an “urban” development program supposed to take us? In the case of
DNE, the fatal mixing of various fuzzy “urban” domains such as ‘culture’, ‘urban
milieu’ and ‘vison & communication’ drained into a discordant mess of goodwill with
no observable improvement upon the underlying affliction.
Besides aspects of sheer intervention, a number of other iatrogenics can be
identified, most notably: (1) misdiagnosis, (2) negligence and (3) nosocomial infection.
Conceding for a while to the idea that an “urban” program was indeed rational,
we need to understand why Angered was deemed ‘urban’ in the first place. As indicated
earlier, ‘urbanity’ is often condensed to mental schemata which coincide with the
morphological aspect, which stands in for a subconsciously coded cultural archetype of
urbanity (stereotype, if you will). Hence, due to its morphologically ‘urban’ appearance
(also by being administratively part of the city of Gothenburg), Angered became ‘urban’
by default. Since ‘urbanity’ is a complex concept encompassing at least 40 attributes, a
morphological or administrative approach may have dire consequences for areas whose
‘urbanity’ is irregular or fractured. This, in turn, aligns with the analogy to medical
error, or simply, misdiagnosis.
Similarly, the medical term negligence also finds reflection in the case of DNE.
Understanding negligence as failure to exercise the care that a reasonably prudent
person would exercise in like circumstances, the lack of basic reconnaissance about the
target group (who are the people? what are their competences?) has resulted in
orientalist and sexist stereotypes assembled into the pseudo-asset of “world culture”.
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Lastly, the concept of nosocomial infection – an iatrogenic that is explicitly
hospital-acquired – is instructive. In analogy, considering Angered’s inhabitants the
“patients” and the DNE managers the “hospital” responsible for the inhabitants’
wellbeing, some of the choices made by the latter come off as having been
“contaminated” already during the initial brainstorming phase. In other words, they
transpire as the result of outsider-consultants convening in ‘think incubators’ with
minimal or no touch with reality. Although the level of confidence behind a(ny) choice
is always “determined by the coherence of the best story one can tell from the evidence
at hand” [52, p. 194], that story's validity will largely depend on the “regularities of
[the] environment” it is applied to, and hence often remains the source of many biases
and failures in so-called ‘expert judgments’ [53, p. 515]. How else could someone come
up with the idea that a few camels could help obtain sustainability?
Submitting that a ‘rural’ or ‘urban’ development program directed towards
people makes per definition assumptions about what ‘rural’ and ’urban’ are (while
differentiating between the two), then those assumptions (when transposed onto
characterizations of people and their problems) are thought to reflect some model of
reality. Now what does that imply? As Boisvert & Faust [31, p. 251] note, labels and
suggestive language “may sometimes inadvertently lead therapists to falsely believe that
they have captured the essence of the [patient‘s problem] and truly understand
complicated clinical phenomena”. This, in turn, causes harm. Seeing ‘urban’ and ‘rural’
as suggestive labels projected onto Angered’s inhabitants (“the patients”) by the DNE
project managers (“the therapists”) recruited to salvage the former from deprivation
(“the complicated phenomenon”), the unfortunate conflation between land and people
came to follow the familiar pattern of iatrogenesis.
CONCLUSION
As Gibson-Graham & Roelvink [54, p. 342] note, “[t]heory has taken on a new relation
to action – to understand the world is to change it”. This, however, involves
“questioning […] the assumptions underlying contemporary science, policy, and
practice” [33, p. 594]. Departing from the idea that cultural mechanisms are capable of
allowing for conceptual dichotomies to cause harm, in this paper we have opened up a
discussion about unreflected adherence to the concepts of ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ as guiding
forces in development programs, which can create an iatrogenic effect and contribute to
counterproductive plans of action.
Using the example of an “urban” development program deployed in a Swedish
suburb, we have shown that elements of what could be described as ‘urban’ and ‘rural’
are fuzzy to the point of rendering those concepts largely ineffective. While labeling
projects by the likes of ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ may pass unnoticed in certain circumstances,
when deployed as panaceæ for general development and thrust into outposts of
deprivation, the high odds of failure become less forgiving. In this particular context,
the most important task, so it seems, would be to listen and respond to the real needs of
the residents as they perceive them, in order not to create additional filters when
targeting social deprivation. In a wish to eschew conventional explanations of failure,
we have instead turned our attention towards some more systemic flaws in the
conceptual design of large-scale development programs labeled ‘rural’ and ‘urban’,
arguing that one of those flaws could be the idiomatic ‘elephant in the room’.
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For one, ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ are seldom regarded as causal or contributive factors
to marginalization but merely as neutral canvases for special types of problems. For
instance, the question of whether intensified crime, disease, fear and poverty are
problems of the city, or merely social problems that happen to be located in cities is
rarely addressed [6]. For another, commonplace usage of ‘rural/urban’ as labels in
various development problems tends to defy the latest achievements in social theory.
The last decades have seen the emergence of non-essentialist approaches to urbanity and
rurality (including actor-network theory, performativity and more-than-human
approaches) that eschew notions of a coherent social totality and of various conceptual
binaries, including ‘rural/urban’. Nevertheless, “rural” and “urban” development actions
aimed at people still seem to depart from landscape characteristics (morphology, land
use, population density) – a procedure which goes against the scientifically established
weak correlation between spatial and social variation [10]. This, in turn, iatrogenically
conflates land with people, making ‘rural/urban’ not only the ‘elephant in the room’ but
also a ‘white elephant’ – a conceptual behemoth which cannot be disposed of despite its
cost being out of proportion to its usefulness.
On the one hand, the spirit of our time urges us to strive for holism and
“representations that can take more of the world in” [55, p. 89]. On the other,
responsibility tells us to disaggregate fuzzy concepts not only to take in but also to make
sense of that world. ‘Rural’ and ‘urban’ – due to their complexity, chequered history,
global disconformity, conceptual overlapping, and an ever greater subjectivity
stemming from that overlapping – are becoming increasingly difficult to handle in
practice [21]. In anticipation of an even greater ‘rural-urban blurring’ in the nearest
future, the time seems ripe for a Rural-Urban Redux on a par with other problematic
concepts, to which the society not too long ago was similarly indifferent. By hotwiring
the rural-urban binary in a fashion akin to race, class or gender will certainly not solve
the problems of our time. Nevertheless, it may make us think again before they are
thrown into the game.
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Abstract
Tunnel valleys are among the largest erosional structures in the Pleistocene cover of the Polish Lowland
and other areas around the Baltic Sea. They have been fairly well recognised within the extent of the
Weichselian (Vistulian) Glaciation. Research conducted in Northern Poland show that these forms may
have originated as a result of either glacifluvial erosion, glacial erosion or both processes (glacialglacifluvial troughs).
In old glacial landscape areas, shaped during the Sanian (Elsterian) and Saalian Glaciations (Odra and
Warta Glaciation), the outlines of tunnel valleys are now highly obliterated in the relief. No trough lakes
have been preserved in these areas – such characteristic features in the extent of many tunnel valleys
within the area of the LGM limit.
So far, deep erosional incisions in sediments of the Neogene, the Cretaceous and even the Jurassic, have
been regarded as river palaeovalleys – particularly in the transitional area between the Polish Lowland
and the uplands of Southern Poland. Even during field charting, related to the preparation of the
Detailed Geological Map of Poland, these forms were frequently passed over in the legend. Only several
investigators mentioned the possibility of the existence of old troughs, mentioning isolated cases thereof.
Analyses of drilling profiles, various archival geological and geophysical documentation and
contemporary outcrops, allow for distinguishing over two hundred large structures of this type in the old
glacial landscape belt – mostly buried. They were essential for subglacial drainage in the marginal part
of the ice-sheet, by forming a several dozen kilometre wide parallel pattern. Some meltwater which
eroded the substrate might have used old valley depressions, which were formed before the Pleistocene or
in Eopleistocene. Petrographic composition of the gravelly debris was considerably modified under the
influence of the local bedrock material.
Some tunnel valleys were filled still during the deglaciation, some were transformed by fluvial processes
between the Eemian Interglacial and the Holocene, others are inversely indicated in the landscape in the
form of eskers.
The identified forms here are on average smaller than the ones documented e.g. within the extent of the
Weichselian Glaciation in Germany and in the North Sea. They reach from several to several dozen
kilometres in length, from several to several dozen metres in depth and a considerable width – up to
several kilometres.
Keywords: tunnel valley, old glacial landscape, glacifluvial sediments, Polish Lowland, Warta
Glaciation.
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INTRODUCTION
Tunnel valleys belong among the largest erosional structures of the Pleistocene cover
of the Polish Lowland and other areas around the Baltic Sea [1]. A number of other
names are used to describe them: tunnel channel, subglacial tunnel, palaeovalley,
overdeepened buried Quaternary valley, subglacial incision etc. [2]. They also occur on
other continents, although the largest number of them were recognised within the extent
of Pleistocene glaciations in the Northern hemisphere. They were also formed during
pre-Pleistocene glaciations: Neoproterozoic, Ordovician (Hirnantian), and PermoCarboniferous. Recently, they have incurred a lot of interest, including the economic
aspect, because the sandy-gravelly fills of these structures are frequently groundwater
and hydrocarbon reservoirs. In Poland, they have been fairly well recognised within the
extent of the Vistulian Glaciation (Weichselian). Research conducted in this area
revealed that these forms may have been created as a result of glacifluvial erosion,
glacial erosion or as an effect of both of these processes (glacial-glacifluvial tunnel
valleys).
In the old glacial landscape areas in Poland, which were shaped during the Saanian
(Elsterian, Middle Polish Glaciations), Odranian (Saalian I), and Wartanian (Saalian II)
Glaciations, outlines of tunnel valleys have been obliterated in the landscape. In these
areas, no trough lakes have been preserved whatsoever – so characteristic within the
extent of tunnel valley occurrence in the area delimited by the Late Vistulian glacial
maximum (LGM). Owing to poor legibility in the landscape, they usually have not been
distinguished in geomorphological and geological maps. As a rule, deep erosional
incisions of the Neogene, Cretaceous and even Jurassic sediments, have been
interpreted as buried river valleys – especially in the Southern belt of the Polish
Lowland and in the uplands of Southern Poland. Even during field studies, related to the
development of the Detailed Geological Map of Poland, these forms were – apart from
rare exceptions – omitted in its legend. The possibility of existence of old tunnel valleys
was indicated by few researchers, who mentioned isolated examples thereof. They were
distinguished e.g. along the line of steep-walled river valleys, as was the case for the
Krzemionka valley [3].
The aim of this study was to develop a synthetic representation of the occurrence
of documented or highly probable forms of the tunnel valley type in zones of various
age of the old glacial landscape of the Polish Lowland and the uplands of Southern
Poland, as well as to obtain data which support palaeogeographic reconstructions with
regards to both the course of glacial events and later landscape transformations under
different conditions of changing environment.
DATA AND METHODS
Due to important changes in the landscape in postglacial periods, after the Odranian and
Wartanian glaciations and, in particular, after the Saanian Glaciation, the authors
assumed three basic criteria for distinguishing tunnel valleys in the old glacial landscape
areas:
1. The most credible indicator of the existence of tunnel valleys are subglacial eskers.
As a result of numerous studies conducted so far, it has been found that the eskers in the
area of the Polish Lowland were commonly formed in N-type channels (Nye channels).
Frequently, these eskers occupy the trough form only partially – both lengthwise and
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widthwise. The Rzymsko esker – described in this volume [4] or the Rylsk esker [5]
may be used as an example. While specifying the outline of the tunnel valley, sections
of river valleys or depressions in the surface of plateaus in direct proximity of the eskers
were also taken into account, if there were grounds to believe that they were parts of the
tunnel valley.
2. The second assumption was based on the high probability of the occurrence of tunnel
valleys underneath intermediate forms – of mixed esker-kame type and the so-called
elongated kame ridges (compatible with the ice-sheet movement direction), if there
were reasons to assume that they are “rooted forms”, i.e. their floor lithofacies are found
significantly lower (sometimes by several dozen metres) than the level of the ice-sheet
substratum near the form.
3. The authors took into consideration direct and indirect results of research by different
authors who interpreted the given forms as tunnel valleys, or whose collected data
indicated the possibility of such an interpretation [6,7].
In the event of insufficient documentation of the existence and filling of the trough, the
“underestimated” version as regards the size was assumed, e.g. restricted to the extent
of the esker. One may assume that further progress of research will probably result in
increasing the extent of many of the forms presented in Fig. 1. The resulting maps of
tunnel valley occurrence are the first stage in the spatial recognition of the analysed
forms, they show their course and major features of their outline.
Troughs related to eskers were distinguished on the basis of: the catalogue of Polish
eskers [6], analysis of several hundred sheets of the Detailed Geological Map of Poland
and their legends, as well as monographs and articles in the field of glacial
geomorphology. The data was verified with topographic maps; geophysical materials
were also taken into account. Sediments of selected tunnel valleys were studied by the
authors also in outcrops within eskers and near them, but the studies were concentrated
in sites in Central Poland. The data is constantly supplemented and processed
geologically and cartographically in GIS software.
MORPHOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF TUNNEL
VALLEYS IN OLD GLACIAL LANDSCAPE BELT OF POLAND
Analysis of works that have been published until now on tunnel valleys in areas to the
South of the extent of the LGM indicates only a few examples of known forms of this
type. No cartographical image of them has been presented so far – not only in relation to
the entire area, but even to individual regions. Single examples of such forms, usually
only partially reconstructed, can be found in just a few studies [3, 7, 8]. A critical
review of the works, performed by the authors, allowed for formulating
a reinterpretation of the genesis of various erosional forms, e.g. both currently
functioning river valleys and palaeoforms – which were originally created as tunnel
valleys. However, it was in particular the analysis of spatial distribution and internal
structure of eskers and related landforms which led to distinguishing many such
erosional forms. Deep erosional incisions were also taken into account, sometimes only
as palaeoforms, which were not related to glacial forms on the surface. Such forms were
documented among others by Szubert in the area of the Woźniki-Wieluń Upland [8].
Analysis of published works, drilling profiles, various archival geological and
geophysical documentation and contemporary outcrops allows to isolate at this – it must
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be stressed – initial stage of research, about two hundred palaeostructures of the tunnel
valley type in the old glacial landscape belt (Fig. 1). It must be pointed out that
continuing the research into these forms may provide data on another group of forms,
less legible, so far qualified into other categories.

Fig. 1. Occurrence of tunnel valleys (1) in the old glacial landscape areas in Poland compared
with glaciation extents [9] and major rivers (2), 3 - cross-sections through a tunnel valleys
presented in the article. The map does not include tunnel valleys found within the extent of the
last glaciation period (Vistulian, Weichselian).

The least legible traces of tunnel valleys are found within the extent of the South Polish
Glaciations (Nidanian, Saanian), beyond the limits of the Odranian Glaciation. In these
areas, only a few small forms can be distinguished. It cannot be ruled out that many
erosional incisions related to river valleys, were used by waters of such tunnel systems,
but at the same time, there is little evidence in favour of such reconstruction.
Interpretation of the genesis of tunnel valleys within the extent of this glaciation is the
most difficult, even due to the long denudation period after the glaciation, which may
reach 0.5 Ma. Other reasons might include: lower activity of meltwater and moderately
efficient glacial erosion caused by the cold thermal regime of the ice-sheet and
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prevalence of solid rocks in the ice-sheet substratum. Thus, the authors reconstructed
here only several examples of forms.
A considerably larger number of tunnel valleys were identified in the landscape belt
which was shaped during the Odranian Glaciation. Here, tunnel valleys were preserved
from both the South Polish (Nidanian, Saanian) [10] and the Odranian glaciations.

Fig. 2. Buried tunnel valleys from the South Polish Glaciation near Głogów (Silesian Lowland) based
on a fragment of section by Michalska, modified and simplified [10]. Holocene: 1 – aggradate muds,
2 – clays and silts with an admixture of sands, 3 – aeolian sands, 4 – fluvial sands and gravels; Vistulian:
5 – fluvial sands gravels, 6 – fluvioglacial sands and gravels (of sandur type), Eemian Interglacial:
7 – lacustrine clays and silts, 8 – fluvial sands with organic remains; Odranian: 9 – fluvioglacial sands
and gravels; Holsteinian: 10 – fluvial sands; South Polish Glaciations: 11 – till, 12 – glaciolacustrine
sands and silts; 13 – till, 14 – fluvioglacial sands and gravels; Miocene: 15 – clays, silts, clayey silts,
sands and lignite.

Eskers, which were formed in N-type tunnels, are fairly well preserved here and,
in addition, it was proved that palaeovalleys with uneven thalweg line existed here
(in the Woźniki-Wieluń Upland), which were formed during this glaciation [8]. This
view was supported with evidence from profile analysis of about five hundred drillings
and the application of geostatistical methods. According to earlier views, the genesis
of these palaeovalleys was related to fluvial erosion in the Early Pleistocene.
Within the extent of the Wartanian Glaciation, tunnel valleys occur most frequently
(approx. 84%), although their spatial distribution is fairly varied. It must be pointed out
that the forms which exist here include not only those from the Wartanian, but also
those from older glaciations (Fig. 3, 4). Tunnel valleys here were mostly filled with
various sediments: glacifluvial, glaciolacustrine, fluvial etc. Some of them were filled
with the subglacially transported material and are “inversely” marked in the landscape
as esker forms, others were filled during deglaciation. Some tunnel valleys were
transformed by fluvial processes in the period from the Eemian Interglacial to Holocene
and are sometimes utilised by the contemporary river system.
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Fig. 3. A cross-section through a tunnel valley near Grójec (Mazovian Lowland) by Baraniecka,
modified and simplified [11]: Holocene: 1 – aggradate muds, 2 – fluvial and slope sands;
Wartanian: 3 – till, 4 – fluvioglacial sands; Odranian: 5 – till, 6 – fluvioglacial sands;
Holsteinian: 7 – fluvial sands; Saanian: 8 – lacustrine silts, 9 – fluvial sands, 10 – glacilacustrine
clays and silts, 11 – fluvioglacial sands, 12 – till; non-separated Quaternary: 13a – sands, 13b –
silts, 13c – clays; Neogene: 14 – clays, silts and sands.

Fig. 4. A cross-section through the Rylsk esker by Włodek, modified and simplified [12]: 1 –
aggradate muds, silts and sands of valley bottoms and kettle holes, 2 – sands, silts and deluvial
and colluvial silts and tills, Wartanian: 3 – sands and gravels of eskers and crevasse
accumulation, 4 – glacial sands and gravels, 5 – boulder tills, 6 – fluvioglacial sands, 7 – fluvial
and fluvioglacial, Odranian: 8 – boulder tills, 9 – fluvioglacial sands and gravels, Miocene: 10 –
sands, clays and silts with interbeddings of lignite.
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It must be noted that some meltwater which eroded the substrate might have used old
valley depressions – which were formed before the Pleistocene or in periods that
divided the subsequent glaciations, for which reason the original genesis of some
erosional forms is difficult to determine. The petrographic composition of the gravelly
sediment load which filled the troughs was to a large extent modified under the
influence of the local bedrock material, both during the glaciation and in the period
when interglacial fluvial processes operated. Because of this, it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish fluvial gravels from glacifluvial ones. In tunnel valleys, glaciolacustrine
sediments are also found, which might have been collected at stages of meltwater
blockage, both during transgression and deglaciation. Overdeepenings of the thalweg
line favoured the formation of lake reservoirs during interglacial periods.
Thanks to polygenesis, which often consisted in incorporating tunnel valleys into the
drainage system at the end of the glaciation and during the subsequent interglacial
period, these forms easily became elements of valley systems. This process is currently
observed in Northern Poland, but it may be assumed that it occurred during every
postglacial period. Due to this, the forms are usually marked as river valleys in
geological and geomorphological maps. Some forms which were found in the area
of the Warta Glaciation might have originated during earlier glaciations, to function in
later interglacial periods as lake basins or river valleys (Fig. 3).
Tunnel valleys – related mainly to eskers (Fig. 1, 4) – played a key role in the subglacial
drainage in the marginal part of the ice-sheet, forming a parallel pattern from several to
several dozen kilometres wide. Density of the system was varied, which is implied by
a comparison of marginal extent belts of different glaciations.
CONCLUSION
Contrary to the quite common belief that, apart from a few exceptions, tunnel valleys do
not occur in the old glacial landscape area, the authors think that these forms are
relatively numerous there, particularly in the belt formed during the Wartanian
Glaciation. Density of their occurrence, degree of preservation in the glacial landscape
and in the fossilised state were dependent of the duration and intensity of denudation,
glacial thermal regime, hydrogeological conditions and the morphology and lithology
of the older bedrock.
The recognised forms here are on average smaller than those documented e.g. in the
area of Northern Germany and the North Sea. They reach from several to several dozen
kilometres in length and considerable width – up to several kilometres.
Two main regularities are indicated in the spatial distribution of tunnel valleys:
1. The first consists in different density of tunnel valley occurrence between individual
belts. The older the landscape zone, the fewer tunnel valleys can be identified – the
fewest within the extent of the South Polish Glaciations. In this area, all types of glacial
forms are most poorly preserved in the scale of the entire area of Poland.
2. The second regularity consists in the increase of tunnel valley occurrence density from
the West to the East in individual age belts of the glacial landscape. Significantly better
conditions for the developments of the esker-type of tunnel valleys can be observed in
the Eastern part of Poland, especially in the Podlasie region within the extent of the
Wartanian Glaciation, where meltwater outflow may have been difficult. Eskers occur
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there in the neighbourhood of numerous kames. One might suppose that moderate
glacial thermal regime dominated there.
The authors believe that further possibilities of precise recognition of spatial distribution
and characteristics of tunnel valleys in the old glacial landscape area, exist in deep
outcrops, analysis of deep drillings and studies of gravimetric anomalies, geoelectrical
analyses and GIS methods.
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Abstract
Precipitation is one of the most important and interesting variables for a country characterized by
Mediterranean climate, such as Greece, as it helps to determine the profile of energy balance into the
region. For this purpose, the study of distribution of precipitation records is the objective of this work,
with annual, monthly and daily rainfall measurements obtained at the Meteorological Station of the
Department of Meteorology and Climatology of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in Greece. Taking
into consideration the climatic change effect upon precipitation regimes, extreme daily rainfall values are
statistically analyzed with extreme value statistical methodologies, in order to define the extreme
precipitation probability distributions. The region of this study is Thessaloniki, the second biggest city in
Greece located at the northern part of it. In order to define the extreme precipitation probability
distributions in Thessaloniki for a statistically acceptable time series, the rainfall values refer to the
period 1931-2015. The resulted probability distributions could potentially contribute in the prediction of
extreme rainfall events, and be used for future climatic change projections. Moreover, based upon the
adopted probability distributions, return periods for different precipitation extreme values have been
calculated.
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INTRODUCTION
Greece is characterized by a diverse local geomorphology and geography, with a
combination of mountains, valleys and beaches throughout the country. This
morphology influences the climate of Greek towns, but in general the climatic type of
Greece is known as Mediterranean type (Csa). Precipitation is one of the most important
variables in order to analyze climatic data and this can be attempted if there is
availability of long time series of rainfall data. It is understood that the interest of
meteorologists is focused on heavy floods in large cities. One characteristic event was
observed on November 2nd 1977 in Athens, as 38 deaths were noted [1]. For this
purpose, studying the precipitation’s records is more than important in order to output
the rainfall’s profile of a region and to predict extreme rainfall events for both economic
and social reasons. At the same time, heavy precipitation over most areas will be
frequent as SRES scenarios of IPCC indicate for the 21st century. The last boosts the
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society’s interest in a prediction of extreme rainfall events, as the public is interested in
climate changes results [2][3][4][5][6].
It is known that extreme events, such as extreme precipitation records, occur on a small,
temporal and local scale. So, the objective of this work is to analyze the extreme daily
rainfall values in Thessaloniki-the second in population biggest city in Greece located at
the northern part of it-during the period 1931-2015. The data are analyzed in order to
identify and detect the extreme heights of precipitation. Then the heavy daily rainfalls
are examined and studied. The ultimate goal is met through the use of Extreme Value
Statistic’s methodologies, deriving thus the extreme probabilities distributions for the
extreme daily records during the examined period. These distributions are focused on
extreme and rare precipitation events, using three types of parameters; location, scale
and shape. The probability distributions are mapped out and the results could potentially
contribute in the prediction of extreme rainfall events.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The data used in this study are annual, seasonal, and daily measurements of
precipitation, obtained at the Meteorological Station of the Department of Meteorology
and Climatology of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki for the 85-year period
(1931-2015). For the purpose of this study, an extreme precipitation record was formed
by establishing a threshold of 30 mm/day [7] on the above mentioned dataset. Thus, the
data set of this study consists of the daily rainfall events that exceed or are equal to 30
mm, while daily rainfall events less than the threshold value are ignored. Hence, the
extreme precipitation record of the study consists of a total of 140 extreme precipitation
events throughout the 85 years of the study period.
Regarding the analysis of the data set, statistical methods, such as the 11-year moving
average and the Mann Kendal (M-K) [8][9] test, were applied in order to determine and
describe the profile of the extreme precipitation record’s trend fluctuation. Furthermore,
goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests were performed in order to identify, on a theoretical level,
and to calculate the probability distribution of the extreme value record. Finally, using
the existing data, projections were made in order to calculate the return periods and
future events, based on statistical characteristics of the records.
More specifically, the 11-year moving average, along with the M-K test, is used in order
to detect changes in the precipitation record. The M-K test indicates the existence of an
increasing or decreasing trend during the time series. This is achieved by comparing the
null hypothesis (H0), where no trend exists, as the data are random and independent,
with the alternative one (H1), where a trend is present. The value of Z indicates the
significance of the trend; if Z>Zα/2, where α is the chosen significant level (for example,
for significant level 5%, Z0.025=1.96), the H0 hypothesis derives to a significant
upward/downward trend [4].
The extreme precipitation record, consisting of 140 events, was tested through three
goodness-of-fit tests, namely Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S), Anderson-Darling (A-D) and
Chi-Squared (X2) [10], in order to measure the compatibility of this data set to a total of
sixty statistical distributions in order to detect the best fitted probability distribution.
This is achieved by measuring the compatibility of the given data set with the
theoretical functions of the probability distributions, all this by comparing the null
hypothesis (H0), where the data set follows a specific distribution, to the alternative one
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(H1), where it does not follow a specific distribution. In each one of the three tests, the
probability distributions were ranked, and the distribution ranked first was pointed out,
based on the minimum statistic value of each test. Among the three identified
probability distributions, the best fitting one is defined as the one with the minimum
absolute deviation between actual and estimated values, produced by generating random
numbers from the parameters of the three prevailing probability distributions.
Furthermore, it is of utmost importance to derive the return periods (recurrence interval)
of extreme rainfall events, based on the already existing extreme precipitation record.
Thus, if n is defined as the total number of values and m is defined as the rank of each
value in a decreasing mode, the probability of the mth value, xm, is calculated as
follows; P( x  xm ) 

m
1
while the return period T is calculated as follows; P( x  xT ) 
T
n

where xT is the return level [11].
RESULTS
The annual rainfall time series for the 85-year period is shown in Figure 1. The linear
trend was plotted in the time series, but it did not keep on during the whole period,
because of the low coefficient of determination. The basic statistical analysis indicated
that the annual mean, the standard deviation, and the coefficient of variation were: 465.0
mm, 106.0 mm, and 22.8%, respectively. In addition, it is important to highlight the two
maximum of annual records observed in 1987 and 2014, with the precipitation reaching
the values of 650.4 mm and 912.2 mm, respectively. They represent the second and the
first annual rainfall records for the examined station of Thessaloniki, since the 1892. On
the other hand, it is worth mentioning the three significant lower values, remarked in
1932, 1977, and 2000.
In order to filter the short-term precipitation fluctuations, the 11-year moving average
method was adopted and the oscillation on rainfall values during the study period is
shown in Figure 2. Namely, the three highest and two lowest points indicated the
maximum and minimum rainfall values, separating the 85-year period into five either
short, or long, periods with upward and downward trends (applying the M-K test in
these periods, positive, negative, significant, or non-significant trends will be
discussed). A short first increasing trend was observed from 1937 to 1940, and a short
first decreasing was remarked from 1940 to 1943. Subsequently, a positive trend was
noticed from 1943 to 1967. The interest in Figure 2 is focused on the period after 1969,
when a decreasing trend was noticed until 1996. After that point, a positive trend was
calculated until the end of the study period. The most important is that the last two
periods (1969-1996 and 1996-onwards) were characterized by steep slopes of curves,
negative and positive, respectively. The last increasing trend from 1996 onwards could
be reflected by the extreme rainfall record in 2014, where the height of precipitation for
this year was the all-year precipitation record, reaching the value of 912 mm.
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Fig. 1. Time series of annual precipitation in
Thessaloniki for the period 1931-2015. The red
line indicates the trend of data.

Fig. 2. The 11-year moving average of the
annual precipitation in Thessaloniki for the
period 1931-2015.

The 10- and 12- year averages of annual records were plotted considering the
percentage departures from the mean value (cf Fig. 3). There were nine and seven
periods of 10- and 12- year averages. These diagrams provided positive and negative
percentages, as they were characterized as wet and dry periods, respectively. Indeed,
one could notice that negative percentages stood out at total. More detailed description
should indicate that the last period in 10-year study, 2010-2015, provided an extreme
high percentage (almost 10.0%). In contrast, the last period (2003-2015) for the 12-year
average study pointed out less positive percentage than the above period. This is
understood if one considers that the last five years in the study period could be
characterized by very high rainfall values; two years of them had greater than 550 mm
and 2014 greater than 900 mm.

Fig. 3. 10-year (Left) and 12-year (Right) normalized sum of percentage departure from long term-mean
for the period 1931-2015 of annual precipitation data in Thessaloniki. Red and blue columns indicate a
positive and a negative percentage departure from mean, respectively.

The daily data of precipitation during the study period were analyzed and filtered, and
records with values greater than or equal to 30 mm were distinguished into five groups
according to the interval of rainfall values and they are presented in Figure 4. The most
interesting was noticed in the interval with height ≥ 60.0 mm, and especially in the
highest records during the 85-year period on the 24th of November in 1985 and 16th of
July in 2014, with the daily records reach in 98.0 mm and 107.3 mm, respectively.
Furthermore, the daily precipitation data were organized into regular seasons and
agricultural seasons (agro-). The last was necessary, as Greece is an agricultural country
and the knowledge of dry and wet periods is extreme important for the cultivation of
lands. To this end, the twelve months are grouped into four agro-seasons as indicated by
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Karacostas and Pennas [12] that are: agro-spring: Apr, May, agro-summer: Jun, Jul,
Aug, Sep, agro-autumn: Oct, Nov, agro-winter: Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar. For the daily
rainfall, the threshold of 30 mm was considered for the above periods, and the results
were plotted in Figure 5. The maximum number of days with heights ≥ 30 mm was
noticed in autumn (52 days) and in agro-summer (51 days). In contrast, the minimum
number of days above the threshold was remarked in spring (26 days) and in agrospring (17 days). These are probably due to the relocation of the months of March and
September.

Fig. 4. The 140 cases with daily precipitation ≥
30 mm/day for the period 1931-2015 in
Thessaloniki. The colors correspond to the
individual intervals of mm/day; green: 30≤
x<40, cyan: 40≤ x<50, orange: 50≤ x<60, pink:
60≤ x<90, red: x≥90.

Fig. 5. The 140 cases with daily precipitation
≥ 30 mm/day in groups of seasons and agroseasons for the period 1931-2015 in
Thessaloniki.

The study is statistically fulfilled performing the M-K test and the Extreme Value
Statistics for the 85-year period in Thessaloniki. The M-K test described upwards and
downwards trends for annual, seasonal, and agro-seasonal periods. The Table 1 was
completed by incorporating the standard deviations and correlation coefficients for each
group described earlier. One could notice that S and Z parameters are positive only for
spring, agro-spring, and agro-summer, indicating an upward trend. In general, there is
no statistically significant trend for the whole period at a 95% confidence level. In
addition, correlation coefficient provides results for the degree of contribution of each
season, regular and agricultural, to the mean annual precipitation. In Table 1, one could
see that, in case of regular seasons, autumn contributed more in the mean annual rainfall
and winter less, as the correlation coefficients were r = 0.64 and r = 0.28, respectively.
Further, during the agricultural season, agro-winter presented the highest coefficient (r
= 0.60) and agro-spring the lowest one (r = 0.21).
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Table 1. Results for statistical tests for the annual, seasonal and agro-seasonal periods in 19312015 in Thessaloniki.
Mean
(mm)

Std
(mm)

CV
(%)

Cor.
with
annual

Low
value

Annual

465.0

106.0 22.8

no

230.8

Spring

122.9

43.5

35.4

0.45

Summer

83.2

45.6

54.8

Autumn

131.8

54.4

Winter

126.3

Agro-Spring

High
value

M-K
(tau)

M-K
(S)

M-K
(Z)

912.2

-0.089

-317

-1.199

24.1

243.9

0.020

73

0.273

0.54

11.4

245.8

-0.017

-61

-0.228

41.2

0.64

17.0

262.8

-0.003

-11

-0.038

57.4

45.4

0.28

6.8

285.6

-0.066

-236

-0.892

84.2

37.5

44.5

0.21

20.3

166.9

0.016

57

0.213

Agro-Summer

115.7

58.3

50.4

0.58

11.6

346.4

0.030

108

0.406

Agro-Autumn

99.3

48.4

48.8

0.53

8.8

225.2

-0.092

-329

-1.245

Agro-Winter

165.8

64.9

39.1

0.60

52.7

361.9

-0.050

-177

-0.668

The 140 extreme daily precipitation cases identified for the examined period were used
as input information into sixty statistical distributions in order to detect the best fitted
probability distribution. Following the study, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S), the
Anderson-Darling (A-D), and the Chi-Squared (X2) tests were applied as GOF
distribution to the data. The results of the best fitted extreme probability distribution for
the 140 daily cases are presented in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 6. Studying Table 2,
it is well understood that the Generalize Pareto distribution is indicated as the best fitted
distribution for the 140 cases with precipitation ≥ 30 mm/day.
Table 2. The fitted distributions for the 140 cases with daily precipitation ≥ 30 mm/day for the
period 1931-2015 in Thessaloniki. The best fitted probability distribution is the Generalized
Pareto distribution.

Test
K-S
A-D
X2

Distribution
Gen. Pareto
Jonson SB
GEV

Statistic
0.0461
0.3380
5.2348

Parameters
k=0.047, σ=11.28, μ=29.992
γ=2.822, δ=1.00, λ=161.07, ξ=28.818
k=0.269, σ=6.36, μ=35.887

Using the aforementioned extreme probability distributions, the projections in return
periods about the extreme precipitation records could be made. So, the return periods of
events could be predicted using theoretical distributions, based on historical data
(observations). The frequency of the extreme events to re-occur is plotted in Figure 7.
One could observe that the highest encountered daily precipitation record of 107.3 mm
could be re-occurred in 280 years. Moreover, the return period for the second daily
precipitation record of 98.0 mm is once every 93 years. Figure 7 could be a very useful
tool for future developments within the major area of Thessaloniki.
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Fig. 6. The Gen. Pareto/Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(up-left), the Johnson SB/Anderson-Darling
(up-right), and the GEV/X2 (down-left) fit to the
140 cases with ≥ 30 mm/day during the period
1931-2015 in Thessaloniki.

Fig. 7. Frequency of the extreme events of
precipitation records to re-occur in Thessaloniki.

CONCLUSIONS
The trends of the annual, seasonal, and agro-seasonal precipitation’s records were
analyzed in Thessaloniki over the 85-year period of 1931-2015. During the study
period, in 2014 the annual precipitation measured was extreme high reaching the value
of 912.2 mm. This remains the highest annual rainfall record from 1892 in Thessaloniki.
The study was extended on the daily basis and the threshold of 30 mm/day was used in
daily records in order to identify extreme precipitation events to apply the extreme value
statistical methodologies. Indeed, there were two extreme records, during the last 85
years, in 24th of November in 1985 (98.0 mm) and in 16th of July in 2014 (107.3 mm).
The last is the highest daily precipitation measured during the last 124 years in
Thessaloniki. Further, applying the M-K test, positive and negative trends were
identified over the study period. There is no statistically significant trend for the whole
period at a 95% confidence level. More specific, there were positive trends only for
spring, agro-spring, and agro-summer.
Moreover, the Generalized Pareto probability distribution was indicated as the best
fitted distribution for the 140 cases above the threshold of 30 mm/day during the last 85
years in Thessaloniki. Using this type of probability, the return periods of the most
highly records of 98 mm and 107.3 mm were investigated. For this purpose, the height
of precipitation was plotted versus re-occurrence intervals, and the line designed is a
leader for the return periods discussion. It was shown that the highest daily precipitation
record measured at 107.3 mm can be re-occurred in 280 years, and the return period for
the height of 98.0 mm is once every 93 years.
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It will be a very good idea for a future work if this study is used as a subject to analyze
the significant changes before and after the climate change. Also, further studies are
needed on monthly basis in order to detect the degree of influence of the monthly
records changes in seasonal records.
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Abstract
This study presents Indicative Hazard Maps for gravitational mass movements for the whole of the
Province of Styria (Austria) aiming at implementing these maps into the spatial and forestal planning
strategies of the provincial administration. Processes taken into account were deep-seated and shallow
landslides as well as stone and rock falls. An extensive landslide inventory was generated, based on
recently recorded airborne laserscanning data. The landslide susceptibility modelling was based on a
statistical approach (logistic regression). This contribution is focused on the methodological approach in
generating Indicative Hazard Maps for landslides at regional scale. Due to process-complexity and
scale-dependency of input data, landslide susceptibility modelling is still subject to many uncertainties.
These will be further addressed in the present contribution.
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INTRODUCTION
From 2014 to 2015 Indicative Hazard Maps for gravitational mass movements were
generated at the Institute for Information and Communication Technologies of
JOANNEUM RESEARCH (Graz, Austria) for the whole of the Province of Styria
(Austria). The project was funded by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development and supported by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry,
Environment and Water Management, the Styrian Forestry Board and the Forest
Association Styria. Processes taken into consideration were (a) deep-seated landslides,
(b) shallow landslides, and (c) stone and rock falls. The contribution is focused on (a)
the methodological approach in generating Indicative Hazard Maps for landslides and
(b) the generation of an area-wide landslide inventory.
According to the Swiss recommendations for spatial planning and natural hazards [2] an
Indicative Natural Hazard Map is defined as an area-wide presentation of the
susceptibility of a region with regard to the occurrence of natural hazards. Such maps
therefore give an overview of possible hazards, its accuracy level corresponding to a
scale of 1:25.000. Indicative Natural Hazard Maps do not provide any information
regarding the temporal probability, the magnitude or the possible landslide propagation
regions but only defines possible areas of activation. The decisive advantage of an
Indicative Hazard Map is the efficient, cost-saving and above all, area-wide
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identification of hazard zones. The extensive application of the same methodical
approach ensures excellent comparability of the results in natural as well as in
administrative dimensions. Indicative Hazard Maps therefore can be used for decisions
in spatial planning prior to land use designations, for forestal planning strategies (e.g.
designation of protective forests) and in hazard zoning of the disaster management
authorities.
INVESTIGATION AREA
The Province of Styria, one of nine Austrian provinces, covers approx. 16.400 km². The
area is characterized by a great variety of natural landscapes including high mountain
regions in the Northern and Central Alps, several inner alpine basins and distinct
longitudinal valleys as well as extensive foothills of the Alps to the southeast with hills
and terraces of low topographic energy. This variety is a consequence of the
heterogeneous geology with a wide range of rocks. Whereas the Northern Alps are
mainly built by different carbonates, the Central Alps are dominated by metamorphic
rocks (primarily gneiss and mica schists). Additionally, heavily tectonized paleozoic
phyllites and black schists play a significant role.

Figure 1: Overview of geological main units and of the mass movement inventory based on
ALS-data

In the southeastern foothills of the Alps, the Styrian Basin, alternating sequences of
heterogeneous neogenic basin deposits (gravel, sand, clays) are widespread. Due to this
broad variety of rocks, showing very different geotechnical characteristics, the basic
landslide disposition in the Province of Styria is distributed most unevenly: although
landslides occur in any of the geological main units, they are a dominating
geomorphological process in the neogenic sediments of the Styrian Basin, the paleozoic
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phyllitic rocks as well as the mica schists which are widespread in the Niedere Tauern
(cf. Fig. 1).
DATA BASE
The most decisive database for the statistical modelling of mass movement
susceptibility is an exact and representative inventory. Different types of event
inventories exist: (1) historical data from archives; (2) field mapping results; (3)
information derived from remote sensing data, and (4) combined inventories [1]. The
quality of any modelling result directly depends on the quality of the input data. Three
main requirements have to be fulfilled: (1) correctness with regard to the content, (2)
accurate geographic positioning, and (3) exact process-related attribution.
Inventories which are based on archive data, in most cases only include those events
which caused some kind of damage; even the given position in many cases refers to the
damaged object (or even to the owner of the damaged object). Mass movements
occurring in remote areas without significant damages normally are not documented.
Moreover, information about the source area of the movement - which is most important
for the susceptibility modelling - and information about the process type in many cases
are not available. A critical review of such type of inventory therefore has to be
performed to obtain reliable results of any statistical modelling. In the Province of
Styria a Digital Landslide Register is compiled by the Department of Water
Management, Resources and Sustainability of the Styrian Regional Government.
Field data in many cases give detailed information about the process type as well as
about the date and the trigger of the event (e.g. heavy rainfall). Because of the high
effort regarding time and financial resources such data exist only in some selected small
scale study areas of Styria (e.g. in South-Eastern Styria) and therefore do not meet the
requirements with regard to data representativeness. Anyway, for validation and
verification purposes field data represent most useful datasets
Regarding Remote Sensing data, first and foremost the airborne Laserscan data (ALSdata) representing a high resolution basis for localizing deep-seated landslides have to
be mentioned. This ALS-survey was completed for the whole of the Province of Styria
in 2014. The penetration of laser pulses gives exact terrain information even in areas
with high vegetation density. The younger and more active a mass movement, the more
distinct the typical features (e.g. tension cracks, scarp, deposition area) can be seen in
the field and in the ALS based Digital Terrain Model (DTM). These features are then
modified by erosion and anthropogenic activity. Normally it turns out that events on
agricultural areas will be made unrecognizable by human activities very quickly [1], [7].
Shallow landslides may be identified by means of orthophotos. In this case it has to be
considered that the date when the picture was taken with regard to the triggering event
is decisive, as the ground vegetation normally closes within short time (except in highaltitude areas).
The most promising approach for the generation of representative event inventories in
forested, unforested as well as in landscapes which are characterized by intense human
activity, proved to be a combination of the analysis of archive data with the visual
interpretation of Remote Sensing data (ALS-data, orthophotos) followed by random
field checks. Such approach was followed in the presented study. By visual
interpretation of ALS-data more than 20.000 indications of deep-seated landslides could
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be identified (Fig. 1). These indications incorporate typical geomorphological structures
like scarps, destructed linear elements (roads, edges of the slopes) in the zones of
transport and rock accumulations in the deposition areas. These data were
complemented by available archive data.

Figure 2: Examples of landslides of class 1 (A, B) and class 2 (C, D) respectively: DTM
hillshade and field situation

Taking into account the presence and characteristics of geomorphological features the
identified landslides were assigned to one of two categories:
Class 1: distinct gravitative landslides: obvious scarp and destructed linear elements in
the zones of transport and/or obvious rock accumulations (cf. Fig. 2, A, B)
Class 2: probable gravitative landslides: indistinct scarp, no destructed linear elements
in the zones of transport, indistinct or missing accumulations (cf. Fig. 2, C, D)
Regarding influencing factors, relevant morphometric parameters (slope, exposition,
curvature (total, profile, plan), flow accumulation and size of catchment area,
landforms, topographical position index) were calculated based on the 1m grid DTM.
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Furthermore, a digital geological map representing a 1:50.000 reference scale is
available in the GIS database of Styria. In fact, the state of mapping is very inconsistent
as most diverging base maps with regard to qualitative standards were compiled.
Especially the delineation of quaternary loose sediments (e.g. alluvial deposits, terraces)
in many cases is incompatible with the high-resolution DTM. Overlays of both datasets
show that alluvial deposits are not only displayed in the gentle valley bottoms but
sometimes also on very steep slopes (cf. Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Result of the revision of alluvial sediments by means of an example from Northern
Styria

To avoid wrong statistical correlations, these inaccuracies were corrected following an
approach which was developed by the Austrian Institute of Technology, Health &
Environment Department within the frame of the MoNOE project [1]. The correction of
quaternary sediments resulted in gaps in the bedrock lithology. To get an area-wide grid
file these gaps had to be filled by an automatic procedure. Grid cells without lithological
information therefore were filled with the values of the units in immediate vicinity in an
orographic higher position. Following this step, lithological units were merged into 16
relevant geotechnical-lithological units.
Landuse and landcover data focused on forest parameters which were derived from a
Digital Surface Model (based on ALS-data) and satellite data (Rapid Eye Imagery). The
estimated parameters are forest type, stem number, height of upper layer, vertical
structure, and mean height.
Finally, forest roads were mapped area-wide based on a partly automatic approach using
ALS-data and orthophotos. The total length of this kind of infrastructure in the Province
of Styria is more than 46.000 km. Especially with regard to the release of shallow
landslides, forest roads proved to be an important influencing factor.
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MODELLING APPROACH
When selecting the approach for modelling the landslide susceptibility one has to
consider, that the general term “landslide” includes a broad variety of very different
processes – ranging from slow deep-seated complex creeping movements to rapid
shallow translational slides and slope debris flows (cf. [4]). Relevant influencing factors
and process relations differ as much as the effects of these processes. Thus, different
approaches for deep-seated and shallow landslides have to be chosen.
The indicative hazard map for deep-seated landslides was provided using a statistical
approach. Currently, such methods allow the highest objectivity possible regarding
landslide hazard analysis because influencing factors of slope instabilities and their
interrelations may be evaluated using statistical models (cf. [3], [8]). The basic principle
of the statistical modelling is the assumption that future landslides will occur with
highest probability under similar environmental conditions as at the activation of past
and present slope instabilities. The statistical correlation of a dependent target variable
(mass movement incidence) with a set of independent explanatory variables, e.g.
morphometric characteristics, geology, land cover etc. is analyzed. Logistic regression
was used for the present study. With regard to the selection of the explanatory variables
it is essential to use variables without interdependencies as far as possible. This
requirement cannot always be realized entirely as most of the influencing parameters
have more or less significant internal correlations. One of the main advantages of the
applied multiple logistic regression is the possibility to use continuous, binary as well as
categorical variables simultaneously. The method was tested intensely and proved to
provide stable results [7].
For shallow landslides area-wide and representative landslide inventories only exist in
exceptional cases (e.g. in the Styrian communities Gasen and Haslau after the
precipitation event in August 2005). Neither is exact identification and mapping based
on high resolution ALS-data normally possible. Hence, for shallow landslides a
different approach was selected combining deterministic and statistical modelling
methods. The Infinite Slope Model is widely used for conclusions about the stability of
shallow translational slides [5], [6]. However, this model is not suitable for the
generation of Indicative Hazard Maps solely as the level of information is not sufficient
for large areas. Using available data sources with regard to geotechnical parameters like
cohesion and friction angle, the deterministic approach therefore was applied for the
derivation of a “hypothetic” landslide inventory. This inventory was then used as
training dataset for the statistical modelling based on logistic regression. Forest
parameters, forest road networks, tectonics, lithology, slope, curvature and runoff
disposition were considered as explanatory variables for the statistical susceptibility
modelling. The modelling was performed separately for each of the defined 16
geotechnical-lithological main units. Verification of the results was done by field
checks, orthophoto interpretation and analysis of the high resolution DTM. Only
potential release areas were modelled in this project phase; the modelling of propagation
zones of shallow slides and slope debris flows is planned in a future phase.
RESULTS
The results of the presented work are Indicative Hazard Maps for the whole area of the
Province of Styria in a 10m grid covering the following processes:
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deep-seated landslides (Fig. 4A)
shallow landslides (Fig. 4B)
stone and rock falls

Figure 4: Details of the indicative hazard maps for deep seated landslides (A) in the District
Southeastern Styria (A) and for shallow landslides in the District Weiz (B)
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Four hazard categories are shown: (1) no hazard or residual hazard, (2) low hazard, (3)
medium hazard, and (4) considerable hazard, cf. Fig 4 A, B.
This legend follows the Swiss recommendations for spatial planning and natural hazards
for hazard maps [2].
CONCLUSIONS
Indicative Hazard Maps may contribute substantially to identify areas which are
potentially endangered by natural hazards. If applied properly, such maps are suited for
minimizing or avoiding future risks and damages. Due to its methodological approach
and applied modelling methods, Indicative Hazard Maps do not allow for conclusions
down to the individual lot-level nor are they suitable to replace an expert’s slope
stability survey. Possible conclusions are restricted to the scale of 1:25.000. Their
explanatory power cannot be increased by a stronger enlargement or zooming in.
Special emphasis has to be given to the use of up to date and reliable data sources as
well as to their reference to the process in focus. Reliable and reproducible modelling
methods have to be selected and the modelling results have to be validated by state of
the art methods.
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Abstract
Described case study is a part of research project focused on investigation of the capabilities and
techniques of microrelief mapping based on different data sources. The case study was conducted to
estimate the effectiveness and accuracy of microrelief mapping using the multitemporal very high
resolution satellite images. Used test area is located at North-Western Russia (Leningrad region, Tosna
river basin). GigitalGlobe’s WorldView-1 and 2 satellite images were used. The DSM modelling, DSM
accuracy estimation and microrelief structures interpretation were conducted.
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INTRODUCTION
Many types of big-scale (i.e., detailed) environmental research demand information
about microrelief (landforms with dimensions from few meters to a few tens of meters)
[9], [12]. It could be Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), as well as Digital Surface
Models (DSMs) or some derivative data, like gridded maps of quantitative microrelief
parameters, or digitally mapped microrelief structures (e.g., thalwegs, watersheds, etc.).
This information produced previously using expensive (in all senses) field surveys.
Being big-scale formations, microrelief structures have relatively high evolution
dynamics. As a result, the techniques are needed for automation of repeated microrelief
modelling and mapping. This issue could be resolved using remote sensing data
collection and interpretation. However, the study of remote sensing data quality and
accuracy is needed, to establish data characteristics demanded for correct microrelief
modelling. This is the aim of our studies.
Studies of other authors show that the very high resolution (sub-meter spatial resolution)
space imagery collected in the stereo mode makes it possible to produce the DSMs with
5 meter accuracy of height measurements in the case of images georeferenced without
ground control points (GCPs) [1]. GCPs help to reduce errors and to produce DSMs
with sub-meter accuracy [8], [11], and with accuracy higher than 10 cm in the case of
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additional reduction of systematic biases [2]. In the case of northern territories, it could
be problematic to collect qualitative data, due to climate and weather conditions. In
particular, for satellite-based remote sensing it is usual problem, when cloud coverage
prevents data collection in appropriate time. Additionally, the absence of the same-date
stereo pairs in data archives is usual, when the study area located out of the urbanized
territories. In this context, the issue of multitemporal stereo imagery use becomes
actual.
USED DATA AND PROCESSING METHODS
We produced our case study on ground test area (Fig. 1) which is located in Russia’s
Leningrad region, in the Tosna river basin (approximate coordinates are the
30°47'19.65" of east longitude and 59°40'25.49" of north latitude).

Figure 1. Image of the ground test area. Image courtesy of the DigitalGlobe Foundation.

Initial Data. To extract DSMs we used four WorldView-1,2 Basic Ortho-Ready
images [6] with nominal spatial resolution of 0.5 m/pix. Two WorldView-1 images
were collected as stereo pair on February 22, 2012. Other two WorldView-2 images
were collected as single images on 9 and 20 September, 2014. The last two were used to
compose multitemporal stereo pair. All images had the RPC-based georeference.GCPs
for georeference correction were collected using detailed (0.1 m/pix) orthomosaic of
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our test area [3]. Additionally, the heights of GCPs were extracted from SRTM1 DEM
V2.1.
Software. We used the Erdas Imagine2 software. The LPS tool was used to produce
block triangulation and adjustment, Classic ATE tool – to produce automatic extraction
of DSMs, and Stereo Analyst tool – to interpret and extract microrelief structural lines.
Vertical datum. The EGM963 Earth Gravitational Model was used to consider the
conversion between the geodetic heights (heights above Earth’s ellipsoid model, which
are used for purposes of RPC-based georeferencing, block triangulation and DSM
extraction) and ortometric heights (heights above Earth’s geoid model, which are
approximate the normal heights traditionally used in surveing).
DSM extraction parameters. The procedure of DSM extraction was produced in
standard manner [5], [10]. It is based on the automated image matching technique,
which implies extraction of matching points on the two overlapping images basing on
the search for pixels of corresponding contrast and brightness.
The following parameters were set for Classic ATE tool. Cell size was specified as 1
meter, i.e. double sized spatial resolution of WorldView-1,2 panchromatic channels. An
advanced Adaptive ATE algorithm was activated for fine tuning of the extraction
process. Expected DSM accuracy was set to 5 m, which is the vertical accuracy of
WorldView-1,2. All block triangulation points (GCP, Check and Tie) and external
(referential) SRTM DEM were used in extraction process, for more accurate extraction
of the DSM.
Microrelief interpretation techniques. To interpret microrelief structures we used
manual technique. The interpretation was produced using the anaglyph-based 3D
visualisations of the stereo pairs. This technique helped us to collect 3D points located
on the structural lines of microrelief landforms (in equal places on both stereo pairs). In
particular, we collected points at upland edges, hill bottoms and stream thalwegs. These
points made it possible to produce quality analysis and accuracy estimations of
interpretation of the microrelief structures. Currently, we have interpreted only the
structural lines that can be recognized easily on the images in manual mode.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the result of DSM extraction produced for both stereo pairs, we generated two
surface models. In order to provide DSM extraction, the images were georeferenced and
the block triangulation adjustment was performed for both stereo pair. Three GCP
points and three check points were used for each stereo pair. Total root mean square
error (RMSE) of the adjustment reached 0.67 pixels for the same-date stereo pair and
0.76 pixels for multitemporal stereo pair.
Unfortunately, the standard-way DSM extraction gave an appropriate result only for the
case of same-date stereo pair (Fig. 2). The DSM produced from the multitemporal
stereo pair has too many artefacts end errors, probably due to the land cover change that
took place in 11 days between images acquisition.

1

http://dds.cr.usgs.gov/srtm/version2_1/SRTM3/Eurasia/
http://www.hexagongeospatial.com/products/producer-suite/erdas-imagine
3
http://cddis.nasa.gov/926/egm96/egm96.html
2
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However, the anaglyph visualisation produced for the multitemporal stereo pair (Fig. 3)
is fully applicable for visual study of the territory and for the interpretation of objects
and relief structures. Moreover, the mode of automatic cursor adjustment to the surface,
that is accessible in Stereo Analyst tool, worked properly in most cases.

Figure 2. DSMs produced from same-date stereo pair (left image) and from multitemporal
stereo pair (right image).

Figure 3. Fragment of the multitemporal stereo model (this anaglyph image can be viewed as a
3D using anaglyph red/blue glasses). Images courtesy of the DigitalGlobe Foundation.
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Described stage of our study assumes only the cameral investigations, without
verification by field surveys. Due to this, we used comparative techniques to estimate
the accuracies of produced DSMs (for the case of same-date stereo pair only) and
interpreted microrelief structures (for both cases).
DSM accuracy estimations. To produce accuracy estimation we used 33 reference
points (points of the geodetic reference network presented on the test area). Maximum
value of the absolute error at reference points was the 2.9 m, and the minimum value
was the 0.5 m. RMSE was the 2.0 m.
Microrelief accuracy estimations. Accuracy of the microrelief structures interpretation
we produced in two ways. The first one was the comparison of the horizontal and
vertical differences in positions of the manually collected points of structural lines and
the DSM surface. The second was the comparison of equal points of structural lines
located on the same-date and on the multitemporal stereo pairs.
For the estimation of horizontal biases in positions of manually interpreted structural
lines and structural lines that can be extracted from the DSM, we produced maps of
catchment area [4] and profile curvature [7]. These two geomorphometric variables
traditionally used to build DEM-based algorithms for relief structures interpretation. For
each interpreted point, we measured the horizontal displacement (Fig. 4) between the
point position and closest line of catchment area maximal values in the case of stream
thalwegs, closest line of profile curvature maximal values in the case of upland edges,
and closest line of profile curvature minimal values in the case of hill bottoms.
Maximum value of the horizontal displacement (i.e. error) was registered as the 4.5 m,
the RMSE value was the 1.4 m, and the 90% linear error was the 2.6 m.

Figure 4. Location of the stream thalweg points (black points) relative to the line (dark red line)
of maximal catchment area values (left image), and location of the upland edge points (black
points) relative to the line (wide red line) of maximal profile curvature values (left image).

Additionally, estimations for vertical displacements of positions of the collected points
relative to the DSM surface were registered. Maximum absolute displacement (i.e.
error) was the 4.0 m, RMSE was the 0.8 m, and the 90% linear error was the 1.6 m.
Vertical displacements between the structural lines measured on the same-date and
multitemporal stereo pairs were estimated on the point to point basis and show next
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results. Maximum absolute displacement (i.e. error) was the 4.5 m, minimum absolute
error was the 1.3 m, the RMSE value was the 1.8 m, and the 90% linear error was the
3.3 m.
CURRENT CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Currently we produced first results of the quality and accuracy estimations for
interpretation of microrelief structures on the very high resolution stereo pairs. The
general conclusion is that the interpretation of the microrelief structures on the very
high resolution images is possible. Estimated interpretation accuracies do not exceed the
declared georeference accuracy of used images (which is 5 m [6]). These interpretation
accuracies are applicable for example in the case of thematic investigations that deal
with field data sampling with the help of GNSS receivers (for sampling points
coordinating).
Additionally, we can conclude that the accuracy of microrelief interpretation on the
multitemporal stereo pair is comparable to the same-date stereo pair. This finding makes
it possible to use pairs of single images instead of stereo pairs, which are rarely
available or unavailable for many territories.
However, produced work shows that the issue of quality enhancement of automated
DSM extraction from the multitemporal stereo needs to be investigated. In addition, we
may conclude that the technique of manual interpretation of the microrelief structures
should be formalised to minimize the measurement errors.
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Abstract
In this study, it is aimed to constitute flood inundation maps for Akarcay Bolvadin Subbasin. Topographic
data of study area is defined for hydraulic model by sectioning along the river on Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) which is created by ArcGIS, a Geographical Information System (GIS) software. It is used HEC
RAS software as hydraulic model. Data migration between ArcGIS and HEC RAS is provided by using an
intermediate module, HEC GeoRAS. After required geometrical and hydraulic structure data are
constituted, flood inundation maps are obtained by inputting flow data into the model. Flow data is
calculated by Fuller Method for various recurrence intervals. In consequence of hydraulic modelling,
flood depth and velocity values are also acquired. The areas at flooding risk are determined by taking
account of flood inundation, depth and velocity data. And it is given several suggestions for take due
precautions in these areas.
Keywords: Flood inundation, GIS, HEC RAS, Hydraulic Modelling, Fuller Method.
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INTRODUCTION
Flood disaster is a natural disaster, which can stated water quantity on streambed
upsurges because of storm and/or snow melt and causes towering loss of life and
property; but it is impossible to express depending on only meteorological occurrences.
In developing countries such as Turkey, hydrological balance is disrupted by factors as
rapid growth of settlements and irregular urbanization depending on population increase
and industrialization. In conclusion, major flood disasters are experienced. In this
respect, consisted by effecting many factors flood disaster is a difficult problem in
producing solutions that causes large economical and many life losses. Therefore it is
obligatory to take preventive or reducing damage precautions against flood [1, 2, 3]. In
the world, 2887 flood events were eventuated between the years of 1980-2008, causing
about 200 thousand people died, about 2.8 billion people affected and about 398 billion
$ economic damage [4]. Flood events can cause widespread disruption and damage, and
loss of life, particularly if flood waters are deep, fast flowing or have a high debris
content, and when flooding occurs at night or at low temperatures. For example, during
2007, a year which saw extensive flooding in China and some 20 countries in Africa,
and due to the Asian monsoon, more than 177 million people were affected by flooding,
causing more than US$ 20 billion of damages [5].
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It is easily stated that many human activities devoid of environmental conscience
increase substantially effect of flood disaster. In this context, making risk based flood
management plans has great importance. It is aimed to give some recommendations for
preventing/reducing flood damage in Akarcay Bolvadin Subbasin by assessing flood
risk in this paper.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this study, it is determined water levels and submerged areas for various return
periods by using GIS based hydraulic model in Akarcay Bolvadin Subbasin. Primarily,
study area border is determined by considering several criteria. Physical and human
geography features (elevation, slope, aspect, climate, settlement, land cover etc) of basin
are studied to analyze basin characteristics for flood risk potential assessment. In the
same time, required geometric data for hydraulic model is formed on GIS by an
intermediate module (HEC GeoRAS). Afterwards, flood discharges are calculated to
input into the model for various probabilities of exceedance. Finally, hydraulic model is
performed in the light of information acquired. Flow chart of flood mapping by GIS
based hydraulic modelling is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow chart of flood mapping by GIS based hydraulic modelling

Study Area: Akarcay Basin (7605 km2) is a closed basin, in joint area of Aegean,
Mediterranean and Central Anatolia Regions of Turkey. Akarcay River is most
important water resource in the basin [6]. Study area border is determined by taking
account of hydrological (drainage network), topographical (valleys) and human activity
(settlement) features in ways that involves areas at flood risk. Study area (Figure 2)
includes Akarcay River from Afyonkarahisar Airport vicinity to Eber Lake and its
tributaries (Seydiler Spring, Kali Creek and Degirmendere). Slope and aspect maps of
study area whose average height is 1096 m, average slope is 50, average annual rainfall
is 406 mm and mean yearly temperature is 11.2 C0, are presented in Figure 3.
Precipitation and temperature data are derived from meteorological stations of Turkish
State Meteorological Service by using areal interpolation techniques. In study area,
mean flow of Akarcay River is about 3 m3/s that is obtained from General Directorate of
State Hydraulic Works. Drainage network, sub-basins, slope, aspect, rainfall,
temperature and evaporation maps of study area are derived by spatial hydrology,
surface and areal interpolation analyses on DEM. Settlement areas and lakes in study
area are transferred into GIS platform by digitizing from satellite images.
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Figure 2. Geographical position of study area

Figure 3. Slope and aspect maps of study area
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GIS Based Hydraulic Modelling: GIS is a crucial decision support system in
numerous fields as well as water resources branch for collection, storage, compilation,
selection by location, spatial analyses and presentation processes of data. ArcGIS, a
software of ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute, California) is a GIS
packaged software that can performed mapping, geographical analyses, data
organization, data management and visualization operations by integrated interfaces.
Creation GIS base of hydraulic model provides integration of between hydraulic model
and hydro-meteorological, geomorphologic, topographical, human geography
characteristics. Therefore, GIS based hydraulic modeling with GIS features enables
decision makers to take decision easily.
In this study, ArcGIS is used in pre-process and post-process stages of hydraulic
modeling. TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) layer, base of hydraulic model is
prepared by using contour lines derived from DEM (Grid resolution: 10mx10m),
provided from General Command of Mapping (Turkish National Mapping Agency).
HEC GeoRAS is a subprogram in ArcGIS that supplies transfer of required topographic
and geometric data with GIS base into the model. Input data into the model can be
manual, but using HEC GeoRAS provides integration of GIS and hydraulic model. In
the same breath, it is provided that input data into the model is quicker and more
detailed. Required topographic and geometric data (stream centerline, bank lines, flow
paths, cross sections, river reaches, junction point and tributary angle) for running
model are obtained on TIN data by HEC GeoRAS and export file created to import into
HEC RAS software.
Flood flow data (Recurrence intervals: 100 and 500 years) is calculated by Fuller
method, an empirical approach. Constants derived from the basins in USA 10 years data
is required for sufficient reliability. The coefficient Cf varies from 0.026 to 2.77; T,
recurrence interval in years. Fuller was the first to suggest that frequency should be
considered as a factor in estimating floods. The exponent 0.8 is the slope of the line
obtained by plotting the mean annual flood against watershed area for a number of
streams. Almost all observed data till to-date confirm this value originally obtained by
Fuller. Fuller formula is as below [7].
(1)
QT: Flood discharge for T return period (m3/s)
Cf: Fuller constant (0,026-2,770) (Cf, Akarcay Basin=0,1)
A: Basin area (km2)
Qmean,Akarcay Upstream=2.616 m3/s

AAkarcay Upstream Subbasin=1669.840 km2

Qmean,Seydiler Spring=0.419 m3/s

ASeydiler Spring Subbasin=510.952 km2

Qmean,Kali Creek=1.125 m3/s

AKali Creek Subbasin=988.450 km2

Qmean,Degirmendere=0.088 m3/s

ADegirmendere Subbasin=336.065 km2

Flow data is inputted into the model by considering worst-case scenario (floods has
same return period in all of river reaches) from the point of flood. In addition, flood
discharge damping effect of dams (Seyitler and Selevir Dams) on Seydiler Spring and
Kali Creek is not taken in consideration for staying on the safe side in flood risk
assessment.
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HEC RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System), developed by
USACE (US Army Corps of Engineers) is used in hydraulic modeling. HEC RAS
allows to perform one-dimensional (1D) steady and unsteady flow, sediment transport,
mobile bed computations, and water temperature modeling [8]. Regularization of base
geometric data and identification of hydraulic structures/situations (bridges, culverts,
reservoirs, pump stations, levees, weirs, gates, obstruction and ineffective areas, land
use, Manning roughness coefficient, streambed slope and ice cover) are practicable in
HEC RAS. In this manner, many variables can defined in HEC RAS software. By
inputting flow data into HEC RAS, water surface profiles and flood characteristics
(inundation areas, flow depths and velocities, flow area and volume etc) are derivable
for steady/unsteady flow. Most improtant factors of flood risk assessment are inundation
area, flow depth and velocity. The model is made prepared to run for steady flow state
by making required editing of input data and entering flow data (Figure 4). Profiles of
streams; rating curves; flow depths and velocities; flow areas, widths and volumes; and
water surfaces of cross sections besides of flood inundation outputs are also obtained by
HEC RAS.

Figure 4. HEC RAS view of study area

Thereafter, areas at flood risk are determined by transferring HEC RAS flood
inundation outputs into ArcGIS by way of HEC GeoRAS module (export-import
processes) and enriching the visualization (overlay of flood outputs on satellite image
etc).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady flow data calculated for different return periods by Fuller method is given in
Table 1.
Table 1. Steady flow data (m3/s)
River Reach

Qmean

Q100

Q500

Akarcay Upstream

2.616

126.794

154.064

Seydiler Spring

0.419

53.858

65.441

Kali Creek

1.125

86.530

105.140

Degirmendere

0.088

40.023

48.631
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100 and 500 years flood inundation maps of study area are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. HEC RAS views and maps on satellite image of flood inundation of study area for 100
and 500 years return periods

Flood characteristics of study area can seen the table below. Flow velocity values for
mean discharge are as follows on the purpose of understanding velocity grade: Mean
flow velocity 0.25 m/s; max flow velocity 1.13 m/s and min flow velocity 0.01 m/s.
Table 2. Flood characteristics of study area
Flood Discharge
Flood Indicators
Q100

Q500

115748.89

159510.87

1522613.16

1888338.20

Max

1.84

2.02

Min

0.23

0.33

Mean

0.92

1.05

Max

3.29

3.51

Min

0.01

0.01

Mean

1.28

1.25

2

Flow Area (1000 m )
3

Flow Volume (1000 m )

Flow Depth (m)

Flow Velocity (m/s)

When 100 and 500 years floods are evaluated, max flow depths are respectively 184 cm
and 202 cm. When max flow velocities are considered, they are rather hazardous in
terms of flood undamaging potential in that floods with especially adrift materials
(trees, rocks, vehicles, sediment etc) can cause substantial damages. Flow areas also
vary between 116-160 km2 for 100 and 500 years return periods.
When inundation areas are examined, it is seen that mostly agricultural areas,
Afyonkarahisar waste water treatment facility and sugar factory, small parts of several
little settlements, some parts of express highway and railway are submerged. In study
area, most of flood damage is originated from agricultural losses. In addition, damaging
of waste water treatment plant is an important problem and disruption of transportation
can cause great indirect economical losses. Be damaged probability of energy, fuel and
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communication transmission lines can increase substantially flood losses. And there is
also that stoppage/failure of public services due to flood is a significant negative effect
of floods.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, study area is evaluated for flood risk by GIS based hydraulic modelling.
Lately, in hydrology and water resources management, remote sensing (RS) and GIS
tools are used frequently as vital decision support systems in preparation of flood
management plans. In before, during and after flood, RS and GIS are helped to decision
makers for required analyses (flood inundation, risk and hazard mapping; flood damage
analysis; sufficiency and necessity of structural precautions; etc). In flood management
as a part of integrated basin management, management success is increased by using RS
and GIS tools in a wide range of from data supply to required analyses.
Flood inundation time, flow depth and velocity maps can be derived and overlaid to
obtain flood risk (hazard) map. Multiplication of flow depth and velocity based flood
hazard assessments can also performed. Land use and population features and flood risk
map can considered together to create flood damage (vulnerability) map qualitatively
and quantitatively. Furthermore, population features and density, building robustness
with regards to collapse and evacuation planning based life loss estimation can be made.
Flood risk maps created by using ground survey or DEM/DTM (Digital Terrain Model)
endued with higher spatial resolution can considered to compare with available model
outputs and to evaluate performance of flood control structures.
It is provided that rainfall/runoff based flood early warning system, dissemination of
flood risk and evacuation planning are realised. Flood disaster insurance must be
promoted based upon flood risk assessment. Education and consciousness raising
studies; effective use of communication elements; good organization of relevant public
establishments, nongovernmental societies and community; inter-institutional
coordination and crisis desk must made actual within the frame of participative
management approach.
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